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NAIL POLISH DESIGNS    



Intro 
Nail polish  can be seen in many ways but when I see it, it looks like 
art.  I see it as art because you can make it however you like, and it’s 
a way to express yourself.  



NAIL STICKERS 
Nail stickers are an amazing way to design your nails!  Easy to use 
and easy to take off, however my favorite thing about nail stickers is 
that there are so many of  them.  



GLITTER NAILS 
Glitter nails are an amazing way to stand out in a crowd.  In my 
opinion, glitter nails are a statement saying I’m so awesome. 



Crackle nails 
Crackle nails are unique and cool.  It shows that you are in with the 
trends and it means you are in with all the styles.  That’s super cool!!!  



Pattern Nails 
 
Pattern nails are very common.  Pattern nails are simple and fun, it 
shows that you have a great personality. 



Fake nails 
Fake nails are used for a lot of  different reasons one main reason 
people use fake nails is that their nails are to short.  Another big 
reason is people want a special design you can only get on a fake 
nail.       



Glow nails 
Glow nails are plain and boring in the day time but when the sun is 
down they’re awesome. 



French nails 
French nails are great because you can be so colorful with them.  If  

your only using fingers you have 20 colors to choose from.  



History essay  
  Have you ever wondered how nail polish first became a product, did an artist 

make it to express how they felt at the time? I guess you don’t have to be an 
artist to express yourself  through nail polish.  I wonder when nail polish 
started and how did it change over the years?   

   Most sources point to China as the originator of  nail polish.  It was made 
around 3000 BC and made out of  egg whites, gelatin and bees wax, and 
different colors came from vegetable sources.  Years later people turned to 
oils, powders, and paste to tint their nails.  

  In the early 1900’s companies like Cutex and Revlon modified the formula of  
paint used on automobiles to create a varnish suitable for nails.  In 1981, 
when Essie Weingarten debuted a collection of  12 unusual nail polish shades 
and changed the industry forever because no one has ever seen these colors 
before. 

  One of  the latest and trendiest nail polish styles is all your nails one color but 
your ring finger is another. Another new style is full nail stickers, they cover 
up your whole nail with an awesome design.   

  Nail polish has evolved to a point where there are many amazing and fabulous 
new styles, one for everyone, so there has to be the right nail polish for you. 

 


